RESULTS
Distribution of Number of LocaJ Optima. A sequence is a local optimum if its fitness is higher than that of its onemutant neighbors. some nonrandomness in the distribution of local optima (i.e., local optima cannot be one-mutant neighbors ofone another). Furthermore, for any fitness distribution G(·), as N -> "', the number of optima is normally distributed with the above mean and variance (17) .
Characteristics of Walks to a Local Optimum. A walk progresses by mutating a sequence of a given fitness at single sites until the first filler mutant is obtained or until no new While the origin oflife is still a mystery, contemporary protein evolution, especially within the immune system, is readily observable. In vivo experimentation reveals somatic hypermutation of antibody genes at frequencies of =10-3 per base pair per generation (1-4). Berek and Milstein (4) and Wysocki el a/. (5) , among others, detect approximately im order of magnitude increase in antibody affinity occuning in conjunction with somatic mutation during an immune response; after this initial improvement in affinity is attained, additional mutations are generally not accompanied by additional increases in affinity. By studying the maturation of antibody affinity from the viewpoint of simple Darwinian selection with the "fitness" ofan antibody molecule defined as its affinity for the antigen that stimulated its production, one can view this halting in affinity improvement as a phenomenon akin to being trapped at a local optimum on a fitness landscape (6, 7) . Here we introduce a probabilistic framework for studying molecular evolution and present a set of general results about evolution on random fitness landscapes.
Briefly, we represent a protein and all of its mutant forms as points in an abstract "sequence space." To each protein sequence we assign a random fitness and then allow evolution to occur by a sequence of steps of improving fitness. The scheme was first proposed by Maynard Smith (8) and later applied by Eigen (9), Schuster (10, 11) , and Kauffman and coworkers (6, 7, 12, 28) . Clearly, the assumption of random fitnesses is an extreme approximation; in reality, some amino acid substitutions radically and unpredictably change affinity, whereas other substitutions do not change, or only slightly change, the affinity (4-5, 13-15). However, the random fitness assumption is one that leads to tractable mathematics, the results of which give insights into the evolutionary process. With appropriate choice of parameter values, our analysis applies equally well to the evolution of nucleic acids. It also has application to other systems thaI involve exploring landscapes with large numbers of optima such as neural networks (16) , Nash equilibria in game theory (17) , spin glasses (18) (19) (20) , and combinatorial optimization problems (6, 21) .
To formalize our approach, we consider a sequence of N (29) . Because neighboring sequences have fitnesses that are picked at random, the landscape is rugged, having many hills and valleys.
Our constraint that evolution occurs by steps of increasing fitness echoes arguments by Maynard Smith and others (8, 22, 23) ; namely, that if evolution by natural selection is to occur, then functional proteins must form a continuous network that can be traversed by single mutational steps without passing through nonfunctional or less adapted proteins. However, if a mutation that decreases fitness is permitted, then it may be followed by a ·second mutation resulting in a net increase in fitness. Maynard Smith and Gillespie (8, 23) argue that such double steps with unfavorable intermediates may occasionally occur but are probably too rare to be important in evolution. Although we believe that, within the context of somatic hypermutation, the question of multistep mutational processes needs to be .reexamined, here we restrict our attention to the model of evolution by adaptive walks proposed by Maynard Smith. We analyze this model rigorously, extending previous results (6, 7, 12) and deriving new results about the number of values oflocal optima at which walks can become trapped and the length of and time taken for an adaplive walk to reach a local optimum.
The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" [7] k ""-2. tion) with increasing step number-long paths will have little variability in the fitnesses attained. Number ofSteps to a Local Optimum. We useIk(u) from Eqs. I and 2 to derive the distribution of W, the number of steps to an optimum starting from zero. To Teach an optimum in k steps, two independent events must occur: First, the process reaches a fitness u in k steps with probability!k(u); second, all remaining (D -1) one-mutant neighbors of the sequence have fitnesseslower than u, with probability G O -1 (1I). Thus,
Hence, Pw(l) = 11D, and This density is completely independent of the underlying distribution offitnesses. In fact, for any starting fitness uo, the distribution of the lengths of paths to an optimum is dependent on the underlying distribution of the fitnesses only through G(uo), an observation also predicted by the theory of dependency graphs (17) . By substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 5, we obtain a useful computational form for Eq:-'6-Le.,
We have computed Pw(k) for various values of k and D, with the resuits presented in Fig. 1 . Observe that a large proportion of the walks are relatively short. The distributions have long upper tails containing very little probability, which suggests that on rare occasions a walk may be rather long. Long walks may result from unusually small increases in fitness throughout a walk or from traveling to a local optimum with a higher fitness than the "average" local optimum. We [2] [3]
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k""-1. which can be rewritten as
The nth moment, n =1,2, •.. , of Ub conditional upon the loth step being on a path of length at least k is based on calculations to be published elsewhere. The results given below will be exactly true only for infinite-sized sequence spaces. However, this is not a limitation for· our region of interest since a -4-20 and N -100 guarantee that the size of the sequence space is extremely large. Fitness After k Steps Toward a Local Optimum. Let Uk be the fitness attained on the kth step. Because paths cawstop before the kth step by reaching a local optimum, we define the joint probability Fk(u) = Pr(U. '" u and path has ""-k steps), where (dldll)F k (lI) ""fk(u) , 0 '" II '" 1. Since we start at fitness 0, with probability 1 we can take one step, and with probability g(u) attain a fitness u. Suppose k ""-2. For the mutation process to achieve a fitness u > 0 in k steps, two independent events must have occurred. First. the process must have achieved a fitness u' < u in (k -1) steps, with probability !k-l(II'); second, the process must have tested i less fit one-mutant neighbors before producing a one-mutant neighbor with fitness u > u', with probability
E[U'L! path has ?:ok steps] = fJu"I.(u)du. fl,J,S.u)du
By iteration of Eq. I, we obtain
The standard deviation of W(uo) is also indicated in Fig. 2 Total Number of Trials to Reach a Local Optimum. A step is taken on a walk only when it leads to a higher fitness. As many as D -1 neighbors may have to be examined before a step is taken. We denote each attempt to take a step a trial. Let T(u) be the total number of trials on a walk from fitness u to a local optimum. As walks attain higher fitness, on average more trials occur before a higher fitness neighbor is found. At an optimum, D* trials are made but none leads to a higher fitness. Our definition of T(u) includes these D* trials. Via first-step analysis, we find As before, we invoke the law of total probability to obtain implicit
expressions for E[T(u)] and E[T'(u)]
. These expressions lead to first-order linear differential equations that can be solved by using the boundary condition T(I) 5 [13]
The mean and standard deviation of T -(D -1) are presented in Table 2 . We have subtracted D -1 from Tso as to only represent the trials needed to attain an optimum, not test for it.
The results are surprising. First, for large D and Uo < I, the mean number of trials approaches an asymptote of =0.78D. Thus along an entire walk, there are on average fewer than D trials. Second, included in these trials are those leading to higher fitness. For walks beginning at Uo = 0, we expect -[In(D -1) + 1.I]/0.78D trials to be successful. Thus, when D = 2000, =0.5% of trials lead to higher fitness. Third, the total number of trials needed to attain an optimum is insensitive to the starting fitness if Uo < 0.99 even though the number of uphill steps required to reach an optimum decreases as Uo increases (see Fig. 2 ). This last result is particularly surprising and must in part rellect the fact that most of the "'time" spent in finding an optimum occurs near the optimum where almost all one-mutant neighbors have lower fitness.
Distribution of Values of Local Optima. In order that a fitness u be a local optimum reached by a path starting at 0, we require that a path of length k '" 1 reach u without becoming trapped at a lower-valued local optimum, an event having probabilityfk(u) (cf. Eqs. 1 and 2); and that u is a local optimum, an event having probability GD-1(u). Hence, the   density function for attained local optima,foP'(u), is!oP'(u [8] Invoking the law of total probability, we obtain an implicit expression for the expectation of
which we differentiate with respect to u to obtain a linear first-order differential equation in iLw(U). Using the boundary condition iLw(I) = 0, we solve for iLw(U). In particular, when Fig. 2 0 (.l. 0.5 (e), 0.9 (yl.  and 0.99 (.), plotted against D, the number of one-mutant neighbors.   Plus (minus) 1 SD is indicated at D = 2 (D = 2000) . By contrast, if we simply sample the landscape at random, a fitness u is a local optimum with probability ft.
t(u) = (D + I)GD(u)g(u)
. Again,ft.t(u) is transcendentally small when u Thus, both methods of sampling the landscape lead to roughly exponentially shaped distributions of optimal fitness values. However, walks attain a mean optimal fitness that is =40% closer to the global optimum of 1.0 than random sampling.
DISCUSSION
Studying the evolution of macromolecules is a difficult task due to the large number ofsequences that can be generated by and then replace it with the first fitter variant generated by point mutation. Thus, our model can be viewed as tracking the lineage of a single molecule. In our model, fitness is assigned to sequences at random from a probability distribution G(u). However, all of our results, except Table I and the fitnesses of local optima, are independent of the distribution G(u). Our model has a number of notable features. First, there are a large number of local optima. A sequence attains an optimum when its fitness is higher than that of any of its D one-mutant neighbors. Because local optima are frequent (on average, one ofevery D + I sequences is an optimum), walks toward optima tend to be short, and only a small portion of sequence space is searched. Second, the expected number of trials-i.e., variants-that are tested during a walk to a local optimum is constant for all walks except those starting at exceedingly high fitness. If variants are generated at a constant rate, this total number is proportional to evolutionary time. Third, we find that if fitnesses are assigned from a uniform distribution, then most local optima occur with fitnesses very near I, the number ofoptima with lower fitness decreasing exponentially. Table 2 shows that on average>1000 variants need to be tested for an antibody to attain its optimum. If trials occur in parallel because different cells in a clone generate different variants, then large numbers of trials are possible. Examining Table 2 , one sees that most of the trials are involved in moving from a high fitness (>0.99) to an optimum. Thus, during the initial phase ofan immune response, when clone sizes are small and affinities are low, only small numbers of trials are required to take a step. Later in the response, when clone sizes are larger and some improvement in affinity has been made, larger numbers of trials are required to take a step. If clone sizes do not get large enough to permit the required>1000 variants, our model suggests that antibodies will not reach a local optimum by the end ofan immune response but will only have evolved to a high fitness. Thus, the observation that somatic hypermutation generally leads to an order of magnitude increase in affinity (e.g., 10'_10 6 M-') but not to very high affinities (e.g., 10' M-l) may be explained either by the attainment of a low fitness optimum or by the response terminating before a sufficient number of variants are tested.
Our model, which uses random fitnesses, implies that the effects ofmutational changes are unpredictable and that there is no correlation between the fitness of a protein before and after mutation. For mutations at some amino acid positions, this scenario may be correct. However, other changes, for example in the framework region, may have little effect on fitness, and fitnesses before and after mutation may be correlated. With modifications, the techniques presented here can be applied to models in which both correlated and uncorrelated changes occur.
Although we have emphasized applications to immunology, the theory we have presented is general. It can be applied to the evolution of proteins such as hemoglobin on an evolutionary time scale or to changes in gpl20 in an AIDS patient. Further applications are possible to neural networks, IIThis method of assigning fitnesses differs from that of an earlier publication (7). game theory, and other areas in which combinatorial optimization problems arise. . We thank Stuart Kauffman for conversations that stimulated this work and Patrick Hagan for help with asymptotic analyses. This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
